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Jennifer Steinkamp is driven to make art primarily by her love of light.  She is attracted to video because it is a luminous medium and has the ability to create continuously shifting compositions.  Steinkamp, 

who is influenced by art forms ranging from abstract art to architecture, takes full advantage of these qualities in Mar Vista (Spanish for “Sea View”) which undulates and sparkles like a moonlit seascape 

that envelops itself.   

 

Mar Vista may use a seascape as its point of departure, but every aspect of the video is computer-generated.  A fan of virtual reality, 

Steinkamp projects videos of generated spaces onto the walls, windows and doorways of buildings.  By altering architecture with abstract 

images of color and light, she asks viewers to navigate a hybrid reality.  Steinkamp hopes her manipulated spaces will inspire people to 

interact with her art, saying, “I enjoy the feeling you get when you go to a movie and walk out feeling completely different, and I’d like my 

audience to have this kind of transformation in a physical space.  I think a room can have this effect on you, and I use virtual imagery to push 

this effect.” 

 

To create Mar Vista, Steinkamp generated the seascape using a computer program called Maya.  She then mapped six views of the seascape onto a cube and flew a camera around that cube.  By using 

this process, Steinkamp sees Mar Vista as a contemporary take on Cubism – an early twentieth-century art movement that strove to represent volume on a two-dimensional plane.  Steinkamp then 

collaborated with composers Holly Lovecat and Jimmy Johnson who created music specifically for the work.  Music is one of the tools Steinkamp uses to enhance the space, act as a cue for the visuals 

and, through its emotional tenor, guide viewers in how they think about the work. 

 

Jennifer Steinkamp, who currently lives and works in Los Angeles, has exhibited in over 50 shows worldwide.  Her videos can be found in numerous public collections including the Corcoran Gallery of Art in 

Washington, D.C. and the Museum of Contemporary Art in Los Angeles, California.  Steinkamp has also received attention for her commercial projects that include creating work for the Sci-Fi Channel and 

designing video projections for a U2 tour.  


